It is critical for all stakeholders, from the IT department to the C-suite, to understand their roles in ensuring cybersecurity. Finding a way to make sure that responsibility and the consequences of failure are dispersed will help businesses take cybersecurity more seriously.

Tomorrow at 2 p.m. ET, Huawei's Tim Danko will be joined by @futurebec of Omdia, professor @BarryOSullivan and professor @reiLahota to discuss AI and how it's going to impact how we live, work and play. It's not too late to register, tinyurl.com/y24ajjzg

Director Catherine Du explains why talent holds the key. Find out how you can get involved, tinyurl.com/y4njyjkx.

Don't get the holiday blues. Daniel Sieberg will be sharing a few ways to keep the spirit alive virtually this year. Tune in to #TechTuesday on 12/1 at 2 p.m. ET. #AskHuaweiUSA
With a 4.5 out of 5 star ranking, it looks like the Huawei MateBook X has won! Check out his full review on @techradar.

With superb computing power and AI capacities, Huawei Atlas series supports YITU Healthcare to provide solutions for fast, accurate...

When AI can save lives!
You may have heard about our HMS. But these numbers will give you an idea of how much the ecosystem has grown over the past years.

HMS is the backbone of the Huawei ecosystem, with a collection of mobile applications and services designed for Huawei users.

- Serving users in more than 170 countries and regions
- Over 700 million global users
- 2 million registered Huawei Developers

Technology is shaping the future of healthcare in front of our eyes. Check out how the Huawei Atlas series supports healthcare with its superb computing power and AI capabilities.

When AI can save lives
With superb computing power and AI capacities, Huawei Atlas series supports YITU Healthcare to provide solutions for fast, accurate...

Find out why @ExtraAI is calling the Huawei MatePad is a versatile and powerful tablet!

Review: Huawei MatePad Pro is a versatile and powerful tablet
In lieu of a continued license to Google's Android operating system, Huawei has sought to expand its ecosystem of devices and popularise its own...
See how we’re making it even easier for our users to get from A to B with our latest innovation.

Switch the navigation route view by gesture control.
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Boost your gaming experience with heightened haptic and sound capabilities.

Join us to hear from Huawei Corporate Senior Vice President Catherine Chen on how gender balance is crucial for building a diverse and inclusive digital economy.

Why is gender balance crucial to building a diversified and inclusive digital economy?

Catherine Chen
Corporate EVP & Director of the Board, Huawei

Learn from mobilegeeks.com how Huawei is driving the future of autonomous cars.

Huawei’s HiCar is more ambitious than you think - Mobile Geeks

At the much-anticipated launch of the Mate 30 Pro, Huawei took the opportunity to highlight some of the other work they’ve been doing.
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**TechTuesday Q: Can you share an application of the Tech4All program?**

**TechTuesday Q: What is the Tech4All program?**

**TechTuesday Q: Huawei is so big, how do you decide which organizations to support in the communities you work in?**
#TECHTUESDAY
CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY Q&A
with Don Morrissey
Director of Congressional and Legislative Affairs at Huawei USA
November 24 at 2:00 pm ET

Safety with just one touch. With every detail designed to protect your privacy, the MateBook X features a power button which detects your fingerprint for quick and safe access to your device.

Technology should solve real problems. See how UNESCO's Global Coalition for Education is using tech to create DigitalSchools in places like Senegal to ensure learning can carry on through the pandemic.

Collaboration is an essential part of success. BetterTogether

Technology is meant to break down barriers. See how working together on a "Trouble-free Hearing" app can make online learning and entertainment more accessible to those with hearing impairments.

Trouble-free Hearing
Boosting Inclusion with Technology
The dual stereo speakers on the [device] adopt an open cavity design and support large-amplitude vibrations. You're going to want to listen.

Huawei USA is contributing to a more sustainable social and economic development. Catherine Du encourages greater collaboration so more people can benefit.

HUAWEI CLOUD is ready to share technological capabilities, enable innovative applications, and help improve digital skills. We call upon organizations and developers to join us in delivering a connected, intelligent world, and making technology inclusive for all.

The security conversation is only growing more important. It's great that security testing assurance is in the spotlight, and whilst we have the spotlight on us let's all collectively use our time wisely for the benefit of society and the industry-wide.

With built-in Accidental Touch Prevention, [device] makes mistaken touches a thing of the past.

To the season for giving back. Learn about Huawei's CSR efforts during a TechTuesday session with Don Morrissey on 11/24 at 2 p.m. ET.

#TechTuesday
CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY Q&A
with Don Morrissey
Director of Congressional and Legislative Affairs at Huawei USA
November 24, at 200 p.m. ET
At 10km/h, a voice was her only guide. Here’s how blind skier Marta Vetti was able to take to the slopes with technology and a loyal team.

#HipsterHuawei tinyurl.com/y3vrxcs

Looking sharp 😊

-byte Back @ByteBackDC Nov 21

Thanks @HuaweiUSA for supporting young learners in Byte Back’s 2020 classes! Students and instructor are excited to sport some new swag. #TechWithinReach

Huawei wants to bring global mobile app developers the tools, knowledge & support they need to leverage the Huawei #AppGallery.

tinyurl.com/jSub北京大学

Why is @socrates calling the #RDXRo a “perfect phone”? Read on for more about its expert craftsmanship and professional grade shooting capabilities. tinyurl.com/yywz4796
In a rush? Take advantage of Huawei SuperCharge, which gets you from 0% to 100% in a flash.

SuperCharge for Phones and Tablets
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Tomorrow at 2 p.m. ET, Huawei's Tim Danko will be exploring the ways AI is revolutionizing our world with thought leaders Mark Beccue, Barry O'Sullivan and Neil Sankta - there’s still time to register. https://tinyurl.com/y24ajgtp

WEBINAR: HOW AI IS GOING TO CHANGE OUR WORLD
Tuesday, December 1, 2 p.m. EST
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TECH4ALL Director Catherine Du shows how tech is unlocking a sustainable future & explains why ICT talent holds the key. Find out how you can get involved. https://tinyurl.com/ydnojku

Innovation for digital inclusion relies on ICT talent.
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Don’t get the holiday blues. Daniel Sieberg will be sharing a few ways to keep the spirit alive virtually this year. Tune in to TechTuesday on 12/1 at 2 p.m. ET. AskHuaweiUSA https://tinyurl.com/ycaxo8hp

#TECHTUESDAY
STAY CONNECTED THIS HOLIDAY SEASON Q&A
with Daniel Sieberg
VP, Technology & Innovation Thought Leadership, Huawei USA
December 1, 2 p.m. ET
Gaming reimagined: #Mate40Series

Smart Home - Huawei solutions

Introducing Huawei's first car screen with HarmonyOS

Looking for a good deal? Don't forget to check out what Huawei devices you can score on Amazon for #CyberMonday. 

https://tinyurl.com/y3h42mqe
For more than 700M users in over 170 countries & regions, HMS has been the backbone of their Huawei experience. [https://tinyurl.com/yynsuxnf](https://tinyurl.com/yynsuxnf)

Whether you're an artist, a gamer, or just a casual user: the #MatePadPro can meet your needs. More on the slim form factor and powerful internals that make this device a great pick on Extra.ie.

Review: Huawei MatePad Pro is a Versatile and Powerful Tablet

Hear from analyst Chris Nichols about the connected car market and where it's heading.

How Far Is Connected Car?
Highlighting the Huawei Watch GT2 Pro. Esquire dives into the stylish evolution of wearable tech. https://tinyurl.com/y2ivai5g

Huawei USA

Would you take a ride on this merry-go-round? 

#HuaweiPhotography

See how employees are cultivating growth and inspiring innovation at the Huawei Ireland Research Center.

Huawei Ireland Research Center on LinkedIn: Life at Huawei Ireland Research Center.
November 27, 9:47 AM

- Huawei devices are available on Amazon: https://tinyurl.com/y3h42mqe

Huawei USA
November 26 at 12:43 PM

Savannah, a chef who lost touch with her community during the pandemic, is connecting everyone just in time for Thanksgiving and the holiday season. Check out... See More

Huawei USA
November 26 at 12:54 AM

2020 has been a tough year, but there's still a lot to be thankful for. Happy Thanksgiving! #WeAreHuawei

Huawei USA
November 25 at 11:42 AM

Security testing assurance is key to protecting society and its citizens. https://tinyurl.com/y82exrdx

It's great that security testing assurance is in the spotlight. I think it's absolutely the right conversation to have and whilst we have the spotlight on us let's all collectively use our time wisely for the benefit of society and the industry wide.

- Jon Fiance, Head of Industry Security, GSMA
Map navigation using hand gesture control? Yep, you read that right. Petal Maps gives you a new way to explore the world.

Huawei USA
November 25 at 9:02 AM

Huawei led the world in wireless communication patent filings in the year to October 2020, with 8,607 wireless patents filed, proving its continued commitment to R&D despite this year's unforeseen challenges.

Sometimes, a single touch is enough. MateBook X

This may sound bizarre but your car is just a computer on wheels. And with the HiCar technology, Huawei is helping automotive companies like Baojun enter a new era of vehicle connectivity.

IOT AUTOMOTIVE NEWS

General Motors brand Baojun is launching the world's first mass-production automotive HiCar system.
Developers? Managers? Advertising agencies? HUAWEI Mobile Services team has come up with innovation solutions that can help your business grow, saving you the effort. Learn more at our Web Summit masterclass.

Register here: https://websummit.com/masterclasses

AGENDA


AGILE Connect Platform: Create to Connect, Engage to Impact.

HUAWEI Map: New Way to Let the World Discover You.

HUAWEI Commerce: Building Open Software and Hardware Capabilities.

HUAWEI Mobile: Grow your Business with Huawei Ads.

Grew your Money with Huawei Ads.

HUAWEI AppGallery: Grow your Business with HUAWEI Ads.

HUAWEI OS: The Smartest OS. HUAWEI Operat

ith Agc

Why does Andrea Rosana work at Huawei? His love for technology and travel.

"I think people should know more about what we do," says Andrea...
Tech4All is Huawei’s long-term digital inclusion initiative. Join us at Web Summit to find out how technology can help improve digital inclusion by Catherine Du, Director of Tech4All Digital Inclusion Office, Huawei.

How can technology help improve digital inclusion?

Catherine Du
Director of Tech4All Digital Inclusion Office, Huawei

For those of you in snowy areas, Huawei won’t let extreme cold temperatures impact your phone and tablet performance. https://tinyurl.com/y6mee465

But new technology in a recent Huawei patent aims to keep screens aglow even on dark, cold nights.

Let’s take a moment to appreciate nature. #HuaweiPhotography
5G will usher in a golden age of progress and innovation for not only businesses but also society. How can carriers and telecoms seize opportunities in the new... See More

Stylish and lightweight with superb performance and battery life? Sounds like the MateBook X checks off all the boxes for a powerhouse laptop. Read on to learn more.

When we work together we can do so much more. BetterTogether

Meet Irina Lumumba, a Seeds from the Future alumni who applied his learning to become a channel service manager at Huawei.
Erdal Ankani was an unknown Turkish academic in 2003 when he published a major discovery in the field of information theory. Huawei plucked his theory out of ac... See More

Huawei, 5G, and the Man Who Conquered Noise | WIRED
How an obscure Turkish scientist's obscure theoretical breakthrough...

HUAWEI CLOUD is ready to share technological capabilities, enable innovative applications, and help improve digital skills. We call upon organizations and developers to join us in delivering a connected, intelligent world, and making technology inclusive for all.

Catherine Du

Huawei Scene Kit’s ARView feature gives you the power to load and render 3D materials for common AR scenes. It provides a lattice plane which makes moving, rest... See More

HUAWEI Scene Kit’s ARView feature...
Is it lunchtime yet? #HuaweiPhotography

November 23 at 7:13 AM
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November 22 at 7:15 AM

*Tis the season for giving back. Learn about Huawei's CSR efforts during a TechTuesday session with Don Morrissey on 11/24 at 2 p.m. ET. AskHuaweiUSA https://tmyurt.com/ycrTwdcc

#TECHTUESDAY
CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY Q&A
with Don Morrissey
Director of Congressional and Legislative Affairs at Huawei USA
November 24, at 2:00 p.m. ET

Dr. Motion

November 22 at 7:04 PM

They say a picture is worth 1,000 words. #ShotonHuawei
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With built-in Accidental Touch Prevention, #Mate40Series makes mistaken touches a thing of the past.

At 100km/h, a voice was her only guide. Here’s how blind skier Marta Vetti was able to take to the slopes with technology and a loyal team.

Meet the team who helped a blind ski champ achieve the impossible.

Why did NextPit dub the Huawei #FreeBudsSound a 4.5/5 star pair of headphones? Great battery life and comfortable fit had something to do with it.